In this paper, we introduce a new iterative procedure which is constructed by the modified block hybrid projection method for solving a common solution of fixed point problems for two countable families of uniformly total quasi-φ-asymptotically nonexpansive and uniformly Lipschitz continuous mappings. Under suitable conditions, some strong convergence theorems are established in a uniformly smooth and strictly convex Banach space with the Kadec-Klee property. Finally, we apply the problem of a strong convergence theorem concerning maximal monotone operators in Banach spaces. MSC: 47H09; 47H10; 47H20; 47J20
Introduction
Throughout this paper, we assume that E is a real Banach space, E * is the dual space of E.
Let C be a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of E and ·, · be the pairing between E and E * . We denote the strong convergence and weak convergence of a sequence {x n } by x n → x and x n x, respectively, and J : E →  E * is the normalized duality mapping defined by
In the sequel, we use F(T) to denote the set of fixed points of a mapping T and use R and R + to denote the set of all real numbers and the set of all nonnegative real numbers, respectively.
Definition . Let E be a Banach space.
() E is said to be strictly convex if x+y  http://www.fixedpointtheoryandapplications.com/content/2012/ 1/198 () E is said to be smooth if the limit (.)
exists for each x, y ∈ U E . () E is said to be uniformly smooth if the limit (.) is attained uniformly for all x, y ∈ U E .
() Both uniformly smooth Banach spaces and uniformly convex Banach spaces are reflexive. () E * is uniformly convex, then J is uniformly norm-to-norm continuous on each bounded subset of E.
Let E be a smooth and strictly convex reflexive Banach space, and let C be a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of E. We assume that the Lyapunov functional φ : E × E → R + is defined by [, ] φ(x, y) = x  - x, Jy + y  , ∀x, y ∈ E.
From the definition of φ, it is easy to see that
Let C be a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of E. For each x ∈ E, the generalized projection [] C : E → C is defined by C (x) = arg min y∈C φ(x, y).
Lemma . [, ] If C is a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of a smooth and strictly convex reflexive real Banach space E, then
() for x ∈ E and u ∈ C, one has Remark . If E is a real Hilbert space H, then φ(x, y) = x -y  and C = P C (the metric projection of H onto C).
Definition . Let E be a smooth, strictly convex, and reflexive real Banach space, C be a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of E, T : C → C be a mapping, and Fix(T) be the set of fixed points of T.
() A point p ∈ C is said to be an asymptotic fixed point of T if there exists a sequence {x n } ⊂ C such that x n p and x n -Tx n → . We denote the set of all asymptotic fixed points of T by F(T). () A point p ∈ C is said to be a strong asymptotic fixed point of T if there exists a sequence {x n } ⊂ C such that x n → p and x n -Tx n → . We denote the set of all strong asymptotic fixed points of T by F(T).
Definition . Let E be a smooth, strictly convex, and reflexive real Banach space, and let C be a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of E.
() A mapping T : C → C is said to be closed if for each {x n } ⊂ C with x n → x and Tx n → y, then Tx = y.
() A mapping T : C → C is said to be relatively nonexpansive [, ] if Fix(T) = ∅, Fix(T) = F(T), and φ(p, Tx) ≤ φ(p, x), ∀x ∈ C, p ∈ Fix(T).
() A mapping T : C → C is said to be weak relatively nonexpansive [] if Fix(T) = ∅,
Fix(T) = F(T), and φ(p, Tx) ≤ φ(p, x), ∀x ∈ C, p ∈ Fix(T).
() A mapping T : C → C is said to be quasi-φ-nonexpansive (relatively quasinonexpansive) if Fix(T) = ∅ and
φ(p, Tx) ≤ φ(p, x), ∀x ∈ C, p ∈ Fix(T).
() A mapping T : C → C is said to be quasi-φ-asymptotically nonexpansive (asymptotically relatively nonexpansive) if Fix(T) = ∅ and there exists a sequence {k n } ⊂ [, ∞) with k n →  such that φ p, T n x ≤ k n φ(p, x), ∀x ∈ C, p ∈ Fix(T), and ∀n ≥ .
() A mapping T : C → C is said to be total quasi-φ-asymptotically nonexpansive if Fix(T) = φ and there exists nonnegative real sequences {ν n } and {μ n } with ν n → , μ n →  (as n → ∞), and a strictly increasing continuous function ζ : Remark . From Definition ., it is easy to know that () every relatively nonexpansive mapping is closed; () every quasi-φ-asymptotically nonexpansive mapping is a total quasi-φ-asymptotically nonexpansive mapping, but the converse is not true; () every quasi-φ-nonexpansive mapping is a quasi-φ-asymptotically nonexpansive mapping with {k n = }, but the converse is not true; () every weak relatively nonexpansive mapping is a quasi-φ-nonexpansive mapping because it does not require the condition Fix(T) = F(T), but the converse is not true; () every relatively nonexpansive mapping is a weak relatively nonexpansive mapping, but the converse is not true.
Regarding the iterative methods of nonlinear operator equations for relatively nonexpansive mappings, in  Matsushita and Takahashi [] and in  Plubtieng and Ungchittrakool [] proved the following result, respectively.
Theorem MT Let E be a uniformly convex and uniformly smooth Banach space, let C be a nonempty closed and convex subset of E. Let T : C → C be a relatively nonexpansive mapping, and let {α n } be a real sequence in [, ) with lim sup n→∞ α n < . Let {x n } be a sequence defined by
where J is the duality mapping on E. If Fix(T) = ∅, then the sequence {x n } converges strongly to Fix(T) (x  ), where Fix(T) (·) is the generalized projection from C onto Fix(T).
Theorem PU Let E be a uniformly convex and uniformly smooth Banach space, let C be a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of E. Let T, S : C → C be two relatively nonexpansive mappings with := Fix(T) ∩ Fix(S) = ∅. Let {x n } be a sequence defined by
with the following restrictions: 
with the conditions: 
, and ζ () = . Let {x n } be a sequence generated by
where ξ n = ν n sup p∈ ζ (φ(p, x n )) + μ n , C n+ is the generalized projection of E onto C n+ . Let {β n, }, {β n,i }, and {α n } be sequences in [, ] satisfying the following conditions: 
, and ζ () = . Let {x n } be a sequence generated by 
Let {x n } be a sequence generated by
Then the sequence {x n } converges strongly to (x  ).
In this paper, motivated and inspired by the previously mentioned results, we introduce a new iterative procedure by the modified block hybrid projection method for solving a common solution of fixed point problems for two countable families of uniformly total quasi-φ-asymptotically nonexpansive and uniformly Lipschitz continuous mappings in a uniformly smooth and strictly convex Banach space with the Kadec-Klee property. Then, we prove a strong convergence theorem of the iterative procedure generated by these conditions. The results obtained in this paper extend and improve several recent results in this area.
Preliminaries
Definition . Let C be a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of a real Banach space E.
() A mapping T : C → C is said to be nonexpansive if 
Fix(T i ), and ∀n ≥ . nonnegative real sequences {ν n } and {μ n } with ν n → , μ n →  (as n → ∞), and a strictly increasing continuous function ζ :
Fix(T i ), and ∀n ≥ .
Lemma . []
Let E be a uniformly smooth and strictly convex real Banach space, and let {x n } and {y n } be two sequences of E. If φ(x n , y n ) →  and either {x n } or {y n } is bounded, then x n -y n → .
Lemma . []
Let E be a uniformly smooth and strictly convex real Banach space with the Kadec-Klee property, and let C be a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of E. Let {x n } and {y n } be two sequences in C and p ∈ E. If x n → p and φ(x n , y n ) → , then y n → p.
Lemma . []
Let E be a uniformly smooth and strictly convex real Banach space with the Kadec-Klee property, and let C be a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of E. Let T : C → C be a closed and total quasi-φ-asymptotically nonexpansive mapping with nonnegative real sequences {ν n }, {μ n }, and a strictly increasing continuous function ζ : 
Main results
In this section, we shall use the modified block hybrid projection method to study a common solution of fixed point problems for two countable families of closed and L i , iLipschitz continuous and uniformly total quasi-φ-asymptotically nonexpansive mappings in Banach spaces. For the purpose, we assume the following hypotheses.
: C → C be a countable family of closed, uniformly L i -Lipschitz continuous, and uniformly total quasi-φ-asymptotically nonexpansive mappings with nonnegative real sequences {ν n }, {μ n } and a strictly increasing function ζ :
, μ  = , and ζ () = , and for each i ≥ ,
: C → C be a countable family of closed, uniformly i -Lipschitz continuous, and uniformly total quasi-φ-asymptotically nonexpansive mappings with nonnegative real sequences {κ n }, {ω n } and a strictly increasing function ρ : R + → R + such that http://www.fixedpointtheoryandapplications.com/content/2012/1/198 κ n → , ω n →  (as n → ∞), ω  = , and ρ() = , and for each i ≥ ,
Fix(S i ), and ∀n ≥ . 
Let {α n,i } and {β n,i } be coefficient sequences in [, ] satisfying the following conditions:
Then the sequence {x n } ∞ n= converges strongly to some point p * , where p * = (x  ).
Proof We shall complete this proof of Theorem . in seven steps.
Step . We will show that and C n+ are closed and convex for each n ≥ . In fact, it follows from Lemma . that Fix(T i ) and Fix(S i ), for any i ≥ , are closed and convex subsets of C. Therefore, is closed and convex in C.
Clearly, C  = C is closed and convex. Suppose that C n is closed and convex for some n ≥ .
By the assumption of C n+ ,
Again, by the assumption of C n+ ,
Hence, C n+ = {v ∈ C n :  v, Jx n -Jy n ≤ x n  -y n  + ξ n and  v, Jx n -Jz n ≤ x n  -z n  + θ n } is closed and convex.
Step . We will show that {x n } is bounded and {φ(x n , x  )} is a convergent sequence for all n ≥ .
Indeed, it follows from (.) and Lemma .() that
This implies that {φ(x n , x  )} is bounded. By virtue of (.), the sequence {x n } is also bounded. By the assumption of C n , we have C n+ ⊂ C n , x n = C n (x  ) and x n+ = C n+ (x  ). This implies that x n+ ∈ C n+ ⊂ C n and
Therefore, {φ(x n , x  )} is a convergent sequence. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
Step . We will show that ⊂ C n for all n ≥ . It is obvious that ⊂ C  = C. Suppose that ⊂ C n for some n ≥ . For any given p ∈ , from (.) and Lemma ., we compute
It follows that
From (.) and Lemma ., we compute It follows that
By the assumptions of {ν n }, {μ n }, {κ n }, and {ω n }, and from (.) and (.), we obtain
So, we get p ∈ C n+ . This implies that ⊂ C n for all n ≥ , and the sequence {x n } is well defined.
Step . We will show that there exists some point p * ∈ C such that x n → p * .
In fact, since {x n } is bounded and E is reflexive, then there exists a subsequence {x n i } ⊂ {x n } such that x n i p * (some point in C).
Since C n is closed and convex and C n+ ⊂ C n , it follows that C n is weakly closed and p * ∈ C n for each n ≥ .
In view of x n
Since the norm · is weakly lower semi-continuous, we have lim inf
and so
This implies that lim n i →∞ φ(x n i , x  ) = φ(p * , x  ), and so x n i → p * . Since x n i p * , and by virtue of the Kadec-Klee property of E, we obtain
The sequence {φ(x n , x  )} is convergent, and lim n i →∞ φ(x n i , x  ) = φ(p * , x  ), which implies that lim n→∞ φ(x n , x  ) = φ(p * , x  ). If there exists some subsequence {x n j } ⊂ {x n } such that x n j q, then from Lemma .() we have
This implies that p * = q, and so
Step . We will show that lim n→∞ Jx n -Jy n =  and lim n→∞ Jx n -Jz n =  as n → ∞. Since x n+ ∈ C n+ ⊂ C n , by the definition of C n+ , we have
Since lim n-→∞ φ(x n , x  ) exists, and we are taking n → ∞ in (.), then φ(x n+ , x n ) → . It follows from Lemma . that
By the definition of C n+ and x n+ ∈ C n+ , we get φ(x n+ , y n ) ≤ φ(x n+ , x n ) + ξ n , and Step . We will show that p * ∈ , where := ( For any i ≥  and for any p ∈ , it follows from (.), (.), (.), and (.) that
By the condition lim inf n-→∞ β n, β n,i > , ∀i ≥ , we obtain g Jx n -JT n i x n → , as n → ∞.
It follows from the property of g that
Since x n → p * and J is uniformly continuous on each bounded subset of E, it yields that
Hence, from (.) we get
Since J - : E * → E is norm-to-weak * -continuous, we also have On the other hand, by the assumption that for each i ≥ , T i is uniformly L i -Lipschitz continuous, we get
It follows from (.), (.), and (.) that 
By the condition lim inf n-→∞ α n, α n,i > , ∀i ≥ , we obtain g Jy n -JS n i y n → , as n → ∞.
Since y n → p * and J is uniformly continuous on each bounded subset of E, it yields that
Hence, from (.) we have
Since J - : E * → E is norm-to-weak * -continuous, we also have In view of (.) and the closeness of S i , it yields that S i p
From (.) and (.), we can conclude that p
Step . Finally, we will show that x n → p * = (x  ). Let w = (x  ). Since w ∈ ⊂ C n and x n = C n (x  ), we have
This implies that
In view of the definition of (x  ), from (.), we have p * = w. Therefore, x n → p * = (x  ). This completes the proof of Theorem .. Theorem . Let E be a uniformly smooth and strictly convex real Banach space with the Kadec-Klee property, and let C be a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of E. We assume the following:
be a countable family of closed, uniformly L i -Lipschitz continuous, and uniformly quasi-φ-asymptotically nonexpansive mappings with a real sequence
{k n } ⊂ [, ∞), k n → . http://www.fixedpointtheoryandapplications.com/content/2012/1/198 (B) Let {S i } ∞ i= : C → C
be a countable family of closed, uniformly i -Lipschitz continuous, and uniformly quasi-φ-asymptotically nonexpansive mappings with a real sequence
is a nonempty and bounded in C. Let {x n } ∞ n= , {y n } ∞ n= , and {z n } ∞ n= be sequences generated by
i= are countable families of closed and uniformly quasi-φ-asymptotically nonexpansive mappings, by virtue of Remark .(),
are countable families of closed and uniformly total quasi-φ-asymptotically nonexpansive mappings with nonnegative sequences ν n = k n -, μ n = , and κ n = l n -, ω n = , respectively, and a strictly increasing and continuous function ζ (t) = ρ(t) = t, t ≥ . Hence, ξ n = sup p∈ (k n -)(φ(p, x n )) →  and θ n = sup p∈ (l n -)(φ(p, x n )) →  (as n → ∞). Therefore, all the conditions in Theorem . are satisfied. The conclusion of Theorem . can be obtained from Theorem . immediately. Theorem . Let E be a uniformly smooth and strictly convex real Banach space with the Kadec-Klee property, and let C be a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of E. We assume the following:
be a countable family of closed and quasi-φ-nonexpansive mappings.
(
Suppose that := (
, and {z n } ∞ n= be sequences generated by 
and let {α n,i } and {β n,i } be coefficient sequences in [, ] satisfying the following conditions: (a) For the framework of spaces, we extend the space from a uniformly smooth and uniformly convex Banach space to a uniformly smooth and strictly convex real Banach space with the Kadec-Klee property. (Note that each uniformly convex Banach space must have the Kadec-Klee property.) (b) For the mappings, we extend the mappings from a nonexpansive mapping, a relatively nonexpansive mapping, a weakly relatively nonexpansive mapping, a quasi-φ-nonexpansive mapping or a quasi-φ-asymptotically nonexpansive mapping to a total quasi-φ-asymptotically nonexpansive mapping.
(c) We extend a countable family of closed and uniformly L i -Lipschitz continuous and uniformly total quasi-φ-asymptotically nonexpansive mappings to two countable families of closed and uniformly L i -Lipschitz continuous and uniformly total quasi-φ-asymptotically nonexpansive mappings.
Deduced theorem
If we take i =  in Theorem ., then we obtain the following result. Theorem . Let E be a uniformly smooth and strictly convex real Banach space with the Kadec-Klee property, and let C be a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of E. We assume the following:
(F) Let T : C → C be a closed, uniformly L-Lipschitz continuous, and uniformly total quasi-φ-asymptotically nonexpansive mapping with nonnegative real sequences {ν n }, {μ n }, and a strictly increasing function ζ :
ζ () = , and 
ρ() = , and
, and ∀n ≥ .
Suppose that := Fix(T) ∩ Fix(S) is nonempty and bounded in C. Let {x n } ∞ n= , {y n } ∞ n= , and {z n } ∞ n= be sequences generated by
Let {α n } and {β n } be coefficient sequences in [, ] satisfying the following conditions: 
Applications
Now, we apply Theorem . to prove a strong convergence theorem concerning two maximal monotone operators in Banach spaces. Let E be a smooth, strictly convex, and reflexive real Banach space, and let A : E → E Again, by the same method, we can prove that the set of strong asymptotically fixed points 
